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antonie “anton” hölzel was born on 7 May 1909 in Deventer to 
a working-class family of social democrats. as a young man, he 
moved to The hague, where he married and had children. hölzel 
worked as a driver and as a waiter in a café and was a member of 
the Communist Party. On 10 september 1941, he was arrested
by the German security Police (siPo) in The hague for possession 
of a banned newspaper.

hölzel was taken to the amersfoort transit camp and regis-
tered as a political prisoner. From there, he was deported to the 
Buchenwald concentration camp, where he arrived on 31 March 
1942 and was given the prisoner number 2195. In Buchenwald, 
he worked as a prisoner nurse at the sickbay. On 6 June 1944, 
he was transported to the Neuengamme concentration camp 
together with Dirk Deutekom. he also worked at the sickbay in 
Neuengamme, and in November 1944 he was assigned to look 
after the 20 children on whom heißmeyer was conducting his 
experiments.



anton hölzel with his twin sister alberta 
circa 1912. 

Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial, 

Günther Schwarberg collection, 2002-438
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anton hölzel working as a driver for a bakery, 
undated

Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial, 1981-790
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anton hölzel circa 1936. 

Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial, 2002-440
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anton hölzel with his wife albertine in 1939. 

This photograph of anton hölzel and his wife 
albertine was taken on the German-Dutch 
border in the summer of 1939, shortly before 
the outbreak of World War II. The sign reads: 
“Let friendship heal what borders separate.” 

Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial, 2002-442
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Index card from the office of the commander of 
the German security Police and security service 
in The hague, 1942. 

The German state Police in The hague issued 
this file on hölzel following his arrest. The card 
lists his subscription to the banned newspaper 
De Waarheid (The Truth) as the reason for his 
imprisonment in a concentration camp. 

Netherlands Institute for War Documentation, 

Cartotheek Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD 

– Gevangenen van Assenstellen
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Prisoner questionnaire from the Buchenwald camp, 
1942

anton hölzel had to fill in this “prisoner questionnaire” 
upon his arrival at the Buchenwald camp on 31 March 
1942. hölzel’s transfer to Neuengamme on 6 June 1944 
is noted on the top of the first page.

ITS, Bad Arolsen, 6114073
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ä

in conformity with the ITS Archives, 17.02.2010, Archivnummer: 1221
Copy of Doc. No. 6114073#1 (1.1.5.3/HOLOU-HONIGA/00093198/0002)



ä

in conformity with the ITS Archives, 17.02.2010, Archivnummer: 1221
Copy of Doc. No. 6114073#2 (1.1.5.3/HOLOU-HONIGA/00093198/0002)



ä

in conformity with the ITS Archives, 17.02.2010, Archivnummer: 1221
Copy of Doc. No. 6114074#1 (1.1.5.3/HOLOU-HONIGA/00093198/0003)
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List of personal effects from the Buchenwald 
camp, 1942. 

This card from Buchenwald lists anton hölzel’s 
personal effects which were confiscated upon 
arrival at the camp. 

ITS, Bad Arolsen, 6114073
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anton hölzel holding up sergio de simone’s arm, 1945. 

In this photograph, the ring on the finger of the prisoner who had to 
hold up the child’s arm can be seen clearly. 

The ring on his finger identified the prisoner holding up the child’s arm 
as anton hölzel: Jan van Bork, a blacksmith from amsterdam, recognised 
the ring in the picture in april 1995. Van Bork had been imprisoned in 
Neuengamme from april 1941, where he had to work in the Jastram 
armaments factory. During their imprisonment, he had forged two rings 
for his friend anton hölzel and himself from leftover aluminium and had 
engraved their respective initials. 

Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial, 1981-931
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anton hölzel’s wife albertine (“Dien”), née Bevelander during a visit 
to hamburg on 20 april 1979. 

relatives of anton hölzel including his wife and daughter attended 
the commemorative events held at the Bullenhuser Damm memorial 
in 1979. 

Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial, Günther Schwarberg collection, 

2002-438
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